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Why a trans-boundary Round Table EP&R Cattenom?
Flaws, blind spots and complacency – Cattenom
in the Nuclear stress test report 2012 from Greenpeace

• Cattenom has four reactors, the oldest from 1987. It is located
by the river Mosel, about 9 kilometres from the border with
Luxembourg and 50 kilometres from its capital.
• Regulators raise concerns over the plant’s ability to deal with
earthquakes and flooding.
• During checks conducted in August 2011, national regulators
found 35 non-conformances with national regulations during
spot check. This indicates a poor safety culture at the site as
managed by EDF.
• Cattenom should be phased out as soon as possible.

Why a trans-boundary Round Table EP&R Cattenom?
Population around Cattenom NPP
Cattenom is one of the NPPs with the most dense
population in France and in Europe, which would
make an evacuation extremely difficult especially
as 3 countries would be directly affected by an
accident.
Within a 5 km range live 75.000 people and within
a 30 km range 353.000 persons.
Source: La population autour des sites nucléaires
Français: un paramètre déterminant pour la gestion
de crise et l’analyse économique des accidents
Nucléaires. A. Pascal; IRSN, 2012
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Poor safety culture leads to

Japan – Final Report FUKUSHIMA

The TEPCO Fukushima Nuclear Power Plant accident was the result
of collusion between the government, the regulators and TEPCO,
and the lack of governance by said parties. They effectively
betrayed the nation’s right to be safe from nuclear accidents.
Therefore, we conclude that the accident was clearly “man made.”

Poor safety culture - and what about a

TERROR ATTACK

German expert Oda Becker
•

No nuclear power plant will withstand an
Airbus A 380

•

Russian bunker-breaking weapon AT 14
will be desastrous
© Greenpeace

In Germany the disaster is getting bigger
Study of the Federal Office for Radiation Protection (BfS)
• A severe nuclear accident can have much wider ranging
consequences than previously officially supposed.
• The civil protection is not prepared at all.
Therefore the German Interior Ministers are discussing
• To expand the “central zone” from 2 km to 5 km, evacuated
within 6 hours; to expand the “middle zone” from 10 km to
20 km, sectors in wind direction evacuated within 24 hours;
to expand the “far zone" from 100 km to 200 km; new
emergency plans open to the public; 50 mSv as annual
radiation dose for long-term resettlement, today 100 mSv;
iodine tablets nationwide for children, teenager, pregnants.
Nuclear experts, doctors and NGOs say: Not enough at all.

What would be necessary?
A trans-boundary Aarhus Convention Roundtable on emergency
management in the post-Fukushima context
Public workshops for emergency plans in all possible affected
councils and cities, together with the civil society, rescue teams
and the authorities to take as much as possible unexpected local
problems into account before the emergency case!
The German partner NPP
• Grafenrheinfeld - operated for 29 years by E.ON with a micro
crack in a main cooling pipe - phase out at the end of 2015
• Philippsburg - possible storage for the last German castors
from La Hague – possible phase out 2019 – operator EnBW
The Belgian partner NPP
• Tihange – unit 2 with cracks in the vessel, operator GDF Suez

http://flexrisk.boku.ac.at/en/evaluationAggUnit.phtml#form

Why Cattenom? Wind from south-west
flexRISK source term and release frequency
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Why Tihange? Wind from south-west
flexRISK source term and release frequency

Who should be invited to participate on a
trans-boundary Aarhus Round Table?
The civil society – their input is
more than welcome
• The public concerned
• Natural persons
• NGOs
• Farmers and animal
welfare organisations
• Fire brigades
• Technical rescue teams
• Medical rescue teams
• Hospitals and doctors
• Independent experts
• and others …

The „Responsibles“ – also
invited to finance the RT
• The operators
• The regulators
• The Aarhus Convention
• The European Commission
• Federal state and national
Ministries: Environmental,
Interior and Economic
• Communities/ Councils/
Districts
• Independent experts

Why should the public participate?
For safety and ethic reasons

For economic reasons

• How to survive a
meltdown?
• How to rescue loved ones?
• Who will rescue my children
in school?
• How to rescue loved pets?
• Where will my family be
evacuated to?
• For how long?
• and so on

• How high is the liability?
• How high is compensation
 for lost properties for
long- time evacuated?
 for persons who will be
resettled into their high
contaminated properties?
 for farmers? What about
cattle and crop?
• and so on…

Rescue teams need a public Round Table
Urgent questions must be discussed with the public – like
• Who will be the liquidators? Is the police prepared for a public
panic? Is the army prepared to intervene? Who wants to risk
civil war because of a man made catastrophe? And - what to do
with left behind cattle and pets?
• Are enough iodine tablets accessible? Will there be enough
busses for evacuation? Medical staff and hospitals are prepared?
Are the rescue teams prepared to work trans-boundary?
• Are there enough nuclear rescue trucks for the fire brigades?
In Germany definitely not! Most German fire fighters and
technical rescue teams are volunteers and are free to rescue
their own families!
• What about drinking water from rivers and open reservoirs?
What about food? Even today food levels are too high!

Aarhus Round Table EP&R Cattenom
The first meeting of the Aarhus Round Table EP&R Cattenom
will take place in early summer 2014
• Until the Governments will do so, the public from Germany,
France, Luxemburg and Belgium will invite the Governments.
• At the moment supporters are Greenpeace, Cattenom Non
Merci, Anti Atom Aachen, STOPPT Temelin, members of the
civil society, politicians …
The Aarhus Convention demands public participation on
decision making environmental matters
• Governments have the responsibility to ensure the safety of
their residents, they and the operators of the nuclear power
plants should invite the public and finance the Round Table.

Most important is prevention!
Phase out now!
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